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         March 4, 2014 
Dear Sportfriends, 
I would like to inform you about the tire procedure for the planned 1/10th EC-A in Autet/Spain 
2014. 

We changed the number of mandatory sets to 8.  

Please use the official entry form (last 2 rows) and add the desired numbers of tire sets for the 
free practise and sent it back to me by not later than the end of May 2014. 
We need the form to keep track regarding the tire ordering and distribution process. 
 
The price for the sets (2front+2rear tires) are as follows: 
8 (mandatory sets) X 7€ =56€ 
1 x (free practise set) x 8€ (max. possible is 20 set per driver). 
 
This means that every driver from your federation has to pay in advance (bank data follows 

further down) at least the 56€ for the mandatory sets till the 10 June 2014  
This is the last date where we can place the order to the provider. 
If you want/need additional practise sets please also pay these together with your 
mandatory sets in advance. 
 
I Think it’s obvious that not ordered and payed payed tires will not be awailable. We will 
keep only a small extra spare of tires for the finals and these can be paid at the track.   
 

It is not possible because of the expected high amount of money in cash the logistical 

 complexity and the needed financial investments to pay the tires locally at the track. 
  
Example: 
Driver Josef Dragani  8x7€ (56 € for the mandatory sets) + 10x8€ (80€ for the free practise 
sets)= 136€ in total. 
 
The Bank account information: 
Enrique Esteve EC-A Autet  
Iban: ES8730582279721021006806 
Swift: CCRIES2AXXX 
Please write down exactly for which driver the payments are for (Name, Efra number, number of 
sets (m+fp),..) so that it is easier for the organizer to identify the payments. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me in case you have further questions or need more 
informations. 
 

Kind Regards, 
Josef Dragani 
EFRA 1:10 Track Section Chairman. 
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